
 
 

2023 Women’s’ Rodeo World Championship – Qualifier Series Events: 
 
About:  
Women’s Rodeo World Championship (WRWC) is a partnership event produced by WCRA and PBR during the PBR World 
Finals annually.  The event guarantees a $750,000 payout and crowns World Champions in the Women’s Rodeo 
disciplines of Barrel Racing, Breakaway Roping, Team Roping (Heading and Heeling). 
 
When and Where: 
Date and time: TBD 
Fort Worth, TX 
Cowtown Coliseum  
 
How Athletes Can Qualify: 

- Option One: Earn points through nominations on the Virtual Rodeo Qualifier (VRQ) prior to the W23 segment 
deadline and secure a position on the WRWC Leaderboard (PRO or CHALLENGER) 

o Top 1-20 PRO Leaderboard Athletes 
o Top 1-20 CHALLENGER Leaderboard Athletes 

- Option Two: Earn a generic qualification to the WRWC event by participating in the WRWC Qualifier Series event 
side pot at select events.  The WRWC Qualifier Series is limited to up to twelve (12) events per 
leaderboard/discipline for Segment W23 in the VRQ.    

 
WRWC Qualifier Series event details: 

- Winning a WRWC Qualifier Series event is paramount for the athlete.  These earned competition positions 
automatically place the athlete in the Qualifying Round of the WRWC regardless of W23 leaderboard position.   

- Up to Twelve (12) select women’s rodeo/standalone events hosted by WRWC and/or an approved event 
producer will feature women only OPEN and CHALLENGER competition in Barrel Racing, Breakaway Roping and 
Team Roping. 

- In order to be eligible to win the Qualifier Series Generic Qualification, the athlete must voluntarily nominate the 
W23 segment for the QS event. The highest placing Pro and/or Challenger that nominated the event will win the 
QS Generic Qualification.  

- The WRWC Qualifier Series will also feature a VRQ Fast Cash payout at the event.  The Qualifier Series Fast Cash 
will be double the nomination fee paid to the highest placing Pro and Challenger participating in the WRWC 
Qualifier Series Side Pot. 

o For example, if the highest placing Pro paid a $200 nomination fee, they will receive a $400 Fast Cash 
check.  

- Each Qualifier Series event will also feature VRQ Expand Points to 20 places in any paid round of competition for 
the main competition. The Expanded Points feature provides opportunities for more athletes to earn valuable 
W23 leaderboard points  

- Qualifier Series events competition format, ground rules and entry fees will be determined by each host event 
producer. 

- New to the 2023 QS rules, if a Pro or Challenger has already won a previous QS event, WRWC will drop down to 
the next highest Pro or Challenger from that event to fill the generic qualification. The fast cash and prizes from 
that event will be awarded to the highest placing Pro or Challenger.  

- To view the list of 2023 QS Winners and remaining QS events, click HERE.  
 
For more information regarding the 2023 WRWC event format, challenger classifications, etc. click HERE.   

https://wrwc.rodeo/2022-wrwc-qualifying-series/
https://wrwc.rodeo/

